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Attended Students and Faculty: 

  Faculty:  

Dr. K. Chokkanathan, Assoc. Professor& HoD of AI&DS  

Dr. P. Athahar Samina Khan, SAO (Student Welfare) 

Mr. K. Durga Charan, Asst. Professor, AI&DS 

Mr. J. Viswanath, Asst. Professor, AI&DS 

Mr. T. Pawan Kumar, Asst. Professor, AI&DS 

  Students: 

Nearly 130-140 Participants from various departments includes 

AI&DS, Civil, ECE, EEE, CST & Mechanical 

350 Students registered for this event from various departments 

includes AI&DS, Civil, CSE, CST, ECE, EEE & Mechanical 
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Introduction about Skill Bee 
In SAC-MITS, the skill bee club is a relatively new club. Mr. K. Durga 

Charan, an assistant professor in the AI&DS department, serves as the 

club's faculty counsellor. M. Rasheed Ahamed from AI 3rd Year 

Btech serves as the club's student coordinator. 

In Skill bee club, students will be functioning as mentors for other 

students, which means that if one student is knowledgeable about a 

particular skill or certain talent, He or she will be sharing that skill 

with other students through online mode. 

In Skill bee club every event begins with an introduction class in 

which we motivate students how easy it is to learn that skill and uses 

of that skill in their lives, after which a thorough recorded video 

explanation of that specific skill is uploaded in the skill bee mits 

YouTube channel and posted back-to-back for 7–10 days. This 

YouTube channel was created because using other platforms would 

increase the likelihood of interactions between seniors and juniors. To 

counter this, we upload our videos to this YouTube channel. 

After ten days, a competition will be held in which the best project 

creators will get awards, certificates, and other recognition. 
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Event Poster 
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Objective of Build Your First Mobile App Event 
The main objective of this event is inaugurating of our Skill bee club 

and to motivate students about how easy it is to develop an android 

application, PayScale’s of android app development, Freelancing 

opportunities and to teach about different concepts related to android 

app development. 

             

     Skill Bee Club Logo  
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Inauguration 
The event began with a lighting and pooja ceremony by Dr. K. 

Chokkanathan HoD of AI&DS department, Dr. P. Athahar 

Samina Khan Senior Administrative Officer (Student Welfare), Mr. 

K. Durga Charan, Asst. Professor, AI&DS, and Mr. J. Viswanath, Asst. 

Professor, AI&DS along with some Students. And a prayer sung by 

R Bhavana from AI-III Year Btech.  

 

 

 

Following the pooja ceremony, each dignitary offered their speeches 

to inspire the students related to their careers and importance of 

skills in the industries. 
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Speech by HoD of AI&DS Department: 
Interacting with the Students, Dr. K. Chokkanathan sir HoD of 

AI&DS department explained that the goal of the skill bee club is to 

improve one's knowledge of contemporary technologies. Sir also 

explained about the current popular technologies like AI and ML. He 

inspired students to learn new things and use the skill bee club to its 

fullest potential. 
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Speech by Senior Administrative Officer (Student Welfare) 
Followed by speeches from the Dignitaries, Dr. P. Athahar Samina 

Khan Madam, Senior Administrative Officer (Student Welfare 

Office) congratulated the skill bee coordinators and volunteers for 

the efforts they have put for the club. Mam given a glimpse of ideas 

on the purpose of the club and suggested students to indulge the 

knowledge from skill bee club and explained about Student Council. 

Mam mentioned the message from our beloved Principal sir of MITS 

Dr. C. Yuvaraj sir congratulating and his best wishes for the club. 
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Speech by K. Durga Charan Sir: 
Followed by the speech by faculty coordinator Mr. Durga Charan, 

Assistant professor of AI&DS. Sir shared his view of learning from 

only class which is traditional format, and that knowledge is like a 

skeleton and learning from both the classes and from club activities 

that knowledge is like a perfect human. He explained about the 

importance of acquiring knowledge through the concepts and 

insisted students learn and make best for the club. And he promised 

his support for the club would be always there for the aid of the club.
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Speech by J. Viswanath Sir: 
 Next the speech by Mr. Viswanath sir, Assistant professor of 

AI&DS. Sir, interacted with the students, and he guided them to be 

disciplined and told them about the importance of self-learning. And 

motivated students through his enthusiastic words. 
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Speech by T. Pawan Kumar Sir: 
Then speech by Mr. T. Pawan Kumar sir, Assistant professor of 

AI&DS. Sir spoke about the importance of learning skills and 

making best usage of these skills in the fields of freelancing and 

cheered students to follow up the club activities and given his best 

wishes to the club. 
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Oration by B. Bhuvan Kumar: 
Followed by the member of Skill Bee Mr. B Bhuvan Kumar 

cheered to share about the Club. He elated the importance of Joining 

this club for a student can bring a lot of educational and life making 

skills which could bring about the positive aspects in their career. He 

said the notion of the club by comparing it with nature as it is the 

best teacher. Like the honeybee’s skill bees are those who are gonna 

suck the skills and become the architect to build their career.  

He explained about the main theme of the club, that there are two 

major roles in the club i.e. mentor and learner, mentor is the person 

who acts as a guide to share his knowledge to the fellow students 

and learner is the person who is benefitted by gaining the knowledge 

and he encouraged the students who are interested in any of 

technical and non-technical skills to be part of the club and asked 

students to share their ideas and views to the club. 
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Demonstration of Android Studio by Club Coordinator: 
M. Rasheed Ahamed, the coordinator of the Skill Bee club, took 

over the session and discussed how Android app works, the pay 

structure for Android developers, the many roles of Android app 

developers, and how much money Freelancers are earning through 

this Android app development. 

 

 

 

During the discussion, he also covered the development of Android, 

the Android stacks, the Android evolution and the distinction 

between system and user applications. 
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After that he explained about the languages used in android studio. 

He began to explain about the xml in which he covered layouts in 

android studio, what is meant by views in which he explained about 

the button views, TextViews, Image views, EdiText view, 

Viewgroups, nested view groups, and then he explained about the 

backend code using java in which he covered how button works, 

methods, classes. He explained clearly about the different files in 

android studio and the roles of files in android application. 

 

Then one app was built in front of all the students. Before ending the 

session, he explained about the projects, competitions held in skill 

bee club. Then he thanked everyone and took feedback from all the 

students. 
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Thank You 
We express our sincere thanks to the Principal sir, the 

Management, Dr. K. Chokkanathan sir HoD of AI&DS, Dr. P. 

Athahar Samina Khan Madam, SAO (Student Welfare), Faculties 

for their support and encouragement in organizing this event. 

 

 

 


